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The warsong reports vanilla



Open the report package. Take Warsong's reports to Scout Warsong, Warsong Runner and Warsong Outrider. Bring back the updates you get to Kadrak at the Northern Watchtower in the Sterile. Warsong Scout Update Warsong Runner Update Warsong Outrider Update Provided item: I recently
deployed some explorers in Ashenvale and need a broker to take your orders, and bring me back a report of what you have observed. Your first stop should be the De Zoram'gar outpost, along the coast to the west, on the Zoram Strand, to locate the first corridor. You also need to stop at Splintertree Post
to the north and along the road east near Azshara. You'll find an explorer and an outrider there. Give each one a report, and from them, get an update on their findings. Hurry up, &lt;name&gt;. They should receive their reports; it's urgent. I can see that you are one with which you can count. These
updates are crucial to our plans to promote our presence in Ashenvale. Now we can plan our next move. You will receive: By completing this quest you will earn: 150 reputation with Orgrimmar Simply search for your screenshot using the form below. Screenshots that contain UI elements are generally
rejected to the view, the same is true for model viewer or character selection screen screenshots. The higher the quality, the better! Please check our screenshot guidelines before submitting! Simply type the video URL in the form below. 1800 XP (this mission can give money at the maximum level) 20
Starts and ends at North Barrens from Kadrak at the tower on the border of Los Barrens and Ashenvale. Content objectives take the [Warsong Reports] to Scout Warsong, Warsong Runner, and Warsong Outrider. Bring back the updates you get to Kadrak at the Northern Watchtower in the Sterile.
[Warsong Outrider Update] [Warsong Runners Update] [Scout Warsong Update] Details The Warsong Scout is located in Splintertree Post. Warsong Outrider is located on the road between Splintertree Post and Azshara. Warsong Runner is located at the exit post of Zoram'gar on the west coast.
Description I recently deployed some scouts to Ashenvale and need a broker to take your orders, and bring me back a report of what you have observed. Your first stop should be the De Zoram'gar outpost, along the coast to the west, on the Zoram Strand, to locate the first corridor. You also need to stop
at Splintertree Post to the north and along the road east near Azshara. You'll find an explorer and an outrider there. Give each one a report, and from them, get an update of their Fast Progress, &lt;name&gt;. They should receive their reports; it's urgent. Completion I can see that you are one that you can
count on. These updates are crucial to our plans to promote our presence in Ashenvale. Now we can plan our next move. Rewards Coins- 20 Silver Experience- 1,800 Reputation- Orgrimmar: 350 Patch changes Patch 1.5.0 (2005-06-07): Added. External links This mission was marked as
obsolete&lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; Blizzard and cannot be obtained or completed. Open the report package. Take Warsong's reports to Scout Warsong, Warsong Runner and Warsong Outrider. Bring back the updates you get to Kadrak at the Northern Watchtower in the Sterile. Warsong
Scout Update Warsong Runner Update Warsong Outrider Update Provided item: I recently deployed some explorers in Ashenvale and need a broker to take your orders, and bring me back a report of what you have observed. Your first stop should be the De Zoram'gar outpost, along the coast to the
west, on the Zoram Strand, to locate the first corridor. You also need to stop at Splintertree Post to the north and along the road east near Azshara. You'll find an explorer and an outrider there. Give each one a report, and from them, get an update on their findings. Hurry up, &lt;name&gt;. They should
receive their reports; it's urgent. I can see that you are one with which you can count. These updates are crucial to our plans to promote our presence in Ashenvale. Now we can plan our next move. You will receive: By completing this quest you will earn: 350 reputation with Orgrimmar Simply search for
your screenshot using the form below. Screenshots that contain UI elements are generally rejected to the view, the same is true for model viewer or character selection screen screenshots. The higher the quality, the better! Please check our screenshot guidelines before submitting! Simply type the video
URL in the form below. Wowpedia Wowpedia Opens the report package. Take Warsong's reports to Scout Warsong, Warsong Runner and Warsong Outrider. Bring back the updates you get to Kadrak at the Northern Watchtower in the Sterile. Warsong Scout Update Warsong Runner Update Warsong
Outrider Update Provided Item: I recently deployed some explorers to Ashenvale and need a broker to take your orders, and bring me back a report of what you have observed. Your first stop should be the De Zoram'gar outpost, along the coast to the west, on the Zoram Strand, to locate the first corridor.
You also need to stop at Splintertree Post to the north and along the road east near Azshara. You'll find an explorer and an outrider there. Give each one a report, and from them, get an update on their findings. Hurry up, &lt;name&gt;. They should receive their reports; it's urgent. I can see that you are
one with which you can count. These updates are crucial to our plans to promote our presence in Ashenvale. Now we can plan our next move. Location Reward You'll also receive: 20 winnings At the end of this quest you'll get: 1800 Experience (10 80 at the maximum level)150 Reputation with Related
Orgrimmar Opens the Report Package. Take Warsong's reports to Scout Warsong, Warsong Runner and Warsong Outrider. Bring back the updates you get to Kadrak at the Northern Watchtower in the Sterile. This NPC or object can be found in The Barrens. I recently deployed some browsers to
Ashenvale and need a&lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; to take your orders, and bring me back a report of what you have observed. Your first stop should be the De Zoram'gar outpost, along the coast to the west, on the Zoram Strand, to locate the first corridor. You also need to stop at
Splintertree Post to the north and along the road east near Azshara. You'll find an explorer and an outrider there. Give each one a report, and from them, get an update on their findings. Hurry up, &lt;name&gt;. They should receive their reports; it's urgent. I can see that you are one with which you can
count. These updates are crucial to our plans to promote our presence in Ashenvale. Now we can plan our next move. By completing this quest you will gain: 1800 experience (at level 17) (0 10 80 at the maximum level)150 Reputation with Orgrimmar Contribute you do not have sufficient privileges. You
must sign in with your forum account (or sign up if you're not already registered). From Wowpedia WowheadWowhead Open the report package. Take Warsong's reports to Scout Warsong, Warsong Runner and Warsong Outrider. Bring back the updates you get to Kadrak at the Northern Watchtower in
the Sterile. Warsong Scout UpdateWarsong Runner UpdateWarsong Outrider Update Provided Item: I recently deployed some explorers to Ashenvale and need a broker to take your orders, and bring me back a report of what they have observed. Your first stop should be the De Zoram'gar outpost, along
the coast to the west, on the Zoram Strand, to locate the first corridor. You also need to stop at Splintertree Post to the north and along the road east near Azshara. You'll find an explorer and an outrider there. Give each one a report, and from them, get an update on their findings. Plus, you get: 20 Hurry,
&lt;name&gt;. They should receive their reports; it's urgent. I can see that you are one with which you can count. These updates are crucial to our plans to promote our presence in Ashenvale. Now we can plan our next move. When completing missions, gain: 180 experience (10,80 at the maximum
level)350 Reputation with Orgrimmar Contribute Contribute&lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt;
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